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Summary. The following theorem is proved: Assume V=L. Let (A) be the second order arithmetic,. 
and let S be the set of all true II~ formulas of the language of (A). Then Cn(S) does not contain· 
Cn (A). As a corollary we get that (A) is not finitely axiomatizable. 
By a second order arithmetic we mean the system (A) described in [1] with one· 
argument function variables only, without the symbol z and with the following 
schema of comprehension axiom: :la Yx (a (x)=0+-7qi (x)), where qi does not 
contain free variables other than x. 
By N we denote the standard model of arithmetic, and by [L1~ I the co-structure 
whose functions are all the L1~ ones. If R is a collection of formulas, then A-<RB 
denotes the fact that A is an elementary substructure of B with respect to formulas 
in R, i.e. for every formula qi (x0 , ••• , xk_ 1) from R with free variables indicated, 
and every sequence (a 0 , .• ., ak- i) of elements of A we have A p rp (a0, ... , ak_ 1) 
if and only if B p qi (a0 , ... , ak-1). 
Let, for n<w, Rn denote the set of all formulas which are Il~+ 2 or ~~+ 2 • 
We shall use the following theorem of Addison (see [2]): If V=L, then, for each 
n<w, every non-empty ~'~+ 2 family of functions contains a L1~+ 2 function. 
LEMMA 1. If V=L, then IL1~+ 2 1-<R. N. 
Proof. We use the slightly modified version of Tarski-Vaught criterion of 
being an elementary substructure (see [3]). Let g0 , •• ., gk-t be a sequence of L1~+i 
functions. It suffices to prove that if qi is a Il~+i formula, such, that 
(1) Np<p(go, .. .,gk-1,J) 
for some/, then (1) holds for some/' being a L1!+ 2 function. It is easy to see that (I) 
is L1!+ 2 relational, with one variable f Hence the existence off' is a consequence of 
Addison's theorem. 
LEMMA 2. If V=L then IL1!+ 2 1 is not a model of (A). 
Proof. Let X be a Il!+ 2 -~,~+z' set, and let qi be a Il~+ 2 formula which defines 
X in N i.e. 
(2) X={n:Np<p (n)}. 
Assume, on the contrary, that IL1!+ 2 1 is a model of (A). By a comprehension axiom 
there exists a L1!+ 2 function g such that 
IL1~+ 2 1 p V x (g (x) = 0+--7 qi (x)), i.e. 
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ILl~+ 2 1 f= Vx (g (x)=O--?tp (x)) and 
ILl~+zl F= Vx (rp (x)--?g (x)=O). 
By Lemma 1 (3) and (4) hold with IL1!+ 2 1 replaced by N. Hence Nf=Vx(g(x)= 
= o~ IJ' (x)) and because g is a Lf!+z function we get by (2) a contradiction. 
THEOREM. Assume V=L. Let T be an extension of Cn (A) in the language of (A), 
and let S be a set of II,~ formulas (n<w) such that N is a model of Tu S. Then 
1) Cn (S)=!=T. 
2) Cn"' (S)=!=T. 
3) Cnp (S)=!= T. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the above lemmata. IA!+ 2 l is 
fi-model, because the formula Bord (a) if II i one (see [4]). 
COROLLARY. For every formula qJ we have 
Cn (<p)=I= Cn (A). 
The author observed that the consideration of the structure ILl!+ 2 I is the key 
to the proof of the theorem. The original proof that the structure ILl!+zl has the 
required properties was longer than the present one. The present version of the 
proof that ILl~+ 2 1 has the required properties was suggested to the author by dr L. 
Pacholski, to whom the author expresses his great gratitude. 
After the preparation of the paper the author was informed that Lemma l could 
be found in [5]. 
The first proof of non-finite axiomatizability of the second order arithmetic 
with the full comprehension schema was given in [6]. 
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K. P. AnT, EecKoHe'IHall aKCHOMam311pyeMocTL apncliMeTHKH BTopoif cTynenn 
Co.r1epiKa11ne. B H'.acTOmI(eli pa6oTe ,!IOKa.3bIBaeTcl! cne.D;YIOm;M TeopeMa: TiycTh V=L. Dyen, (A) 
6yl(eT apmpMenrKoli BTOpoli CTyIICH'.H. Ecmr S ruJ.JUleTCll MHO)l(eCTBOM Bcex cnpaBel(.JllffihIX II~ 
cpopMyJI, TO Cnp (S) H'.e col(ep;KHT B ce6e Cn (A). B cnel(CTBHH MbI nonyqaeM, '!TO (A) H:e MO)KeT 
6bITh KOHC'IH'.O aKCJi!OMaTH3HpyeMa. 
